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SUMMARY

Learning where to forage and how to navigate to foraging sites are among the most essential skills that infants must acquire. How they do so is poorly understood. Numerous bat species carry their young in flight while foraging. This behavior is costly, and the benefits for the offspring are not fully clear. Using GPS tracking of both mothers and bat pups, we documented the pups’ ontogeny from being non-volant to foraging independently. Our results suggest that mothers facilitate learning of navigation, assisting their pups with future foraging, by repeatedly placing them on specific trees and by behaving in a manner that seemed to encourage learning. Once independent, pups first flew alone to the same sites that they were carried to by their mothers, following similar routes used by their mothers, after which they began exploring new sites. Notably, in our observations, pups never independently followed their mothers in flight but were always carried by them, suggesting that learning occurred while passively being transported upside down.

INTRODUCTION

Acquiring crucial skills such as navigation in early life is essential for both immediate survival of the young and long-term fitness of parents.1–8 Colonial central place foragers, like most bats and many birds,9,10 rely on a specific form of spatial navigation: they must leave a roost to forage and return to it on time every day.11 Relying on patchily distributed predictable food sources, such as fruit trees, further enhances the need for efficient spatiotemporal navigation, as animals must remember the positions of multiple targets and often their temporal seasonality as well.12,13 Indeed, the need to remember the location and seasonal changes of fruiting trees for extended periods of time as fruit bats probably do requires fast spatiotemporal long-term memory, which, in primates for instance, has been hypothesized to play a major role in the evolution of cognition.14

The acquisition of navigational skills may be innate, as documented for some long-distance migrants, which follow innate compass headings on their first migrations, demonstrated by some birds15 and insects for example.16 Alternatively, navigational skills can be acquired through various forms of passive or active learning.17 For young dependent offspring, parents or experienced conspecifics often present the main source of learning opportunities.1 Parental guidance in the acquisition of essential skills can take numerous forms, ranging from local enhancement to active teaching.18–21 Periods of strong maternal dependency have been correlated with the need for offspring learning.14,22–24 Baleen whale calves (Megaptera novaeangliae), for example, follow their mothers to feeding areas on their first migration and later return independently to these same sites.25 Acquiring foraging, navigation, and other essential skills from parents has received much interest in evolutionary biology, yet the overall roles of innate, learned, and social factors in these processes are poorly understood in most taxa,18 with only a few well-documented examples in non-humans24 and very few examples in the wild.10,26–28

With ~1,400 known species,29 bats exhibit a wide range of different foraging strategies and social behaviors.30–38 However, how offspring acquire essential foraging and navigational skills and the role of maternal investment and social learning in this process are severely understudied in bats,39–45 with only one clear example suggesting maternal facilitation of learning what to eat in offspring46 (but see Bunkley and Barber47 for anecdotal evidence of teaching in the Pallid bat). Many bat species carry their non-volant and volant young48 while foraging49–51 and switching roosts.52–54 This behavior is costly for mothers55,56 in comparison to leaving pups in their day roost as seen in other bat species;51 however, the benefits for offspring are still not clear. The observation of adults and newly independent offspring foraging at the same sites suggests that parental tutoring may play a role in offspring’s learning to navigate to and from the foraging sites.50,51,52–57

Acquisition of spatial information by pups can theoretically occur either passively in the non-volant stage or actively by volant young following their parents.58 Anecdotal evidence in Uroderma bilobatum suggest that mothers might transport non-volant pups to secondary roosts while they forage, possibly returning to provision them.42,59 We hypothesize that carrying offspring while foraging should provide an advantage for developing pups, mothers, or both. The miniaturization of tracking
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technology allowed us to monitor the movement of both mothers and pups for the first time by simultaneously tracking mother-pup pairs using a high-resolution global positioning system (GPS) and acceleration data loggers in combination with radio-telemetry. These detailed behavioral data allowed us to document the transformation of Egyptian fruit bats (Rousettus aegyptiacus) from being non-volant to becoming fully independent and to shed light on the role mothers play in the acquisition of navigation.

RESULTS

High-resolution tracking of mother-pup pairs allowed us to define four distinct stages in the development of independent navigation by pups (Figure 1).

Stage 1. Constantly attached (1–3 weeks old)—the pup is constantly attached to its mother
As previously documented and as we also validate, pups in this stage are non-volant, constantly attached to their mothers, and still suckling, completely dependent on their mothers nutritionally (Figure 1A; Table S1; see detailed explanation for how we confirmed this in the “Stage 1” section in STAR Methods; n = 17 mother-pup pairs; hereafter, “pairs” refers to mother-pup pairs).

Stage 2. Drop-off (3–10 weeks old)—pups are left by mothers on specific trees
In this stage, mothers carry their pups to a drop-off tree, where they leave them while they are foraging (n = 26 pairs; Figure 1B; Table S1). Mothers typically then fly alone to a farther foraging site and return to the drop-off site to pick their pup up on their way back to the cave (6.7 ± 2.3 h later; mean ± SD; n = 10 pairs; Figure 1B). In our study, mothers repeatedly carried the pups to the same drop-off trees, which sometimes housed a few additional pups that were not clustered together. Mothers dropped their pups off on the same tree in 66% of the consecutive nights that we monitored (n = 29 consecutive nights). In all other cases, pups were dropped off on a nearby tree within 300 m from the drop-off site of the previous night. Mothers often visited their pups during the night between drop-off and pick up. The accumulated visiting time reached as much as ~5 h per night (1.7 ± 1.2 h; mean ± SD; n = 15 pairs). Acceleration recordings on both mothers and pups simultaneously (n = 3 pairs) revealed that pups re-attached to their mothers at least in some of these visits, suggesting lactation or thermoregulation. As the pups grew larger and heavier, mothers dropped off pups significantly closer to the cave (pups’ forearm and body mass were found to significantly explain drop-off distance; generalized linear model [GLM] test; see Figure S1). We hypothesize that this shift in drop-off distance is a result of the high energetic cost associated with transporting the pups as they get heavier.

Notably, our observations suggest that the mothers always carried the pups to the drop-off sites, even at the later phase of this stage, when the pups could already fly independently. That is, in our observations, pups never followed their mothers, as we verified using flight speed and acceleration (based on a total of five pairs). Pups flew much slower when flying alone without their mothers for the first time than when flying with their mothers, suggesting that they were carried by their mothers as opposed to flying alongside them (2.9 ± 0.3 m/s versus 5.7 ± 0.08 m/s, respectively; n = 2 pairs; GLM with flight speed set as explained variable, the developmental stage set as a fixed factor, and pair index set as a random effect: R² = 0.64, p < 0.001; Figures 2A and S2A–S2D). At this stage, pups cannot reach flight speeds of more than 6 m/s as the mothers did (see...
Figure 2. Mothers carry pups and provide parental care at drop-off sites

(A) Average flight speed per stage, n = 2 pairs. Pups flew significantly slower when flying independently (i.e., in the independent navigation and exploration stages) than when flying with their mother (in the drop-off stage).

(B) GPS tracks of a mother (blue) that flew with her pup attached (dashed orange line). The last 500 m before the return to the cave were extrapolated (dotted blue and orange lines). The pup, which was at the beginning of the drop-off stage, was dropped off, and the mother visited it occasionally throughout the night.

(C) Full-night z axis acceleration recording of the mother (blue) and pup (orange). Dark-gray-shaded parts represent periods when mother flew with the pup attached. Light-gray-shaded periods depict the mother’s visits at the drop-off site.

(D) The pup’s acceleration pattern is synchronized with the mother’s wing beating on the way to the drop-off site, with mirrored acceleration indicating that the pup was positioned belly up while the mother is flying (belly down) as expected if mothers carry the pups.

(E) Wingbeat synchronization disappeared once the mother departed from the drop-off site.

(legend continued on next page)
STAR Methods). Moreover, the acceleration recordings of another three mother-pup pairs revealed that mothers’ and pups’ acceleration is perfectly synchronized during flights from the cave to the drop-off site, but not after the drop-off (Figures 2B–2H), once again suggesting that the mothers carried their pups.

In the later phases of the drop-off stage, the pups were semi-volant, occasionally moving within drop-off sites (n = 2; see acceleration data in Figure 3A; personal observations) and, on one observed occasion, even traveling independently to a previous nearby drop-off site (~300 m away; Figures 3B and 4A).

To assure that the drop-off behavior was not a consequence of the extra GPS weight, we carried out a few control experiments, including tagging bats with lighter telemetry tags and visually monitoring trees in search of non-tagged bats. These controls suggested that dropping off the pups is the typical mother behavior at this stage (see STAR Methods; Figures S2E and S2F).

Stage 3. First independent navigation (8–10 weeks old)—pups exit the cave alone and fly independently to known sites where their mothers previously dropped them off

At the beginning of this stage, the fully volant pups are left in the cave while the mothers leave to forage alone (we observed this in n = 8 pairs; Table S1). At this stage, bats can stay in the cave or at the entrance of the cave or fly to a tree within a few meters away. We did not consider such short <50-m movements as navigation because they do not require spatial orientation capabilities. Although the mothers stopped transporting their pups, they actually increased the rate of which they visited the cave during the night in comparison to when the pups were not left in the cave (n = 5 pairs; Table S2). Notably, the mothers did not return to the cave in the middle of the night during the early drop-off stage. In general, Egyptian fruit bats without pups do not return to their cave during the night, so this behavior was unusual, suggesting a specific effort on the mothers’ side.55 Moreover, several behaviors suggest that mothers actively supervised pups’ progress during their first independent foraging bouts (Table S3; Figures 4B–4D). For example, when a pup did not emerge from the cave, mothers sometimes reverted to dropping it off at the beginning of the night and picking it up at its end, as we observed on several occasions (Figures 4B and 4C).

In another example, when a pup flew independently to a previous drop-off site but failed to return to the cave before sunrise, its mother flew between the cave and the drop-off site, eventually transporting the pup back to the cave (see Figures 4A and 4D). At this developmental stage, the pups still remain nearby the mothers in the day roosts,60 therefore allowing the mothers to notice their absence and to retrieve pups that fail to return to the cave before dawn. Learning when to return to the cave is a crucial skill, as remaining outside the cave in daylight can be deadly for bats due to predation and ambient temperature.66 Notably, by placing the pups on specific trees, the mothers then know where to search for them, easing the task of monitoring.

To assure that the pups did not remain in the cave as a result of the GPS weight, we validated that non-tagged bats of the appropriate age (i.e., forearm length > 73; Table S1) were left alone in the cave by regularly surveying the cave after bats left foraging and measuring the forearm of the bats that were inside (see STAR Methods).

At the average age of 63 ± 3 days, pups flew out independently, first navigating to the last tree where they were dropped off by their mothers (n = 6 pairs; Figure 1C; Table S1). Moreover, the pups used similar paths to those that were used by their mothers while transporting them (see examples in Figure 5). Notably, there are thousands of fruiting and non-fruiting trees in a square kilometer around the cave (Figure S3A), and thus, flying to a specific tree, which was introduced by the mother, cannot be explained by random navigation. The fact that pups were carried to these sites prior to their first independent navigation (Figures 2A and S2A–S2D) suggests that they have learned to navigate while passively being transported upside down. Note that following other bats cannot explain this result, as bats leaving the cave disperse in all directions while the pups flew specifically in the direction of their drop-off trees (Figures S3B and S3C).

Stage 4. Exploration—pups leave the cave alone and explore new sites (>10 weeks)

The pups always began their exploration from their previous drop-off site and not, for example, directly from the cave (on the first night of exploration, pups reached a maximum exploration distance of 317 ± 147 m from their previous drop-off site; mean ± SD; n = 3 pairs; Figure 1D; Table S1). Moreover, the pups continued visiting their previous drop-off sites multiple times during the first nights of exploration, even after finding new food trees (Figure 6).

The cost of maternal investment

Previous studies discuss the increased energetic cost of transporting a pup to secondary sites in terms of wing loading, maneuverability, foraging efficiency, and energetics, in comparison to leaving the pup in the cave, as other bat species do.55,66 As the pups grew older, mothers gradually shifted from carrying them constantly to transporting them up to a few km to a drop-off site near their foraging site and finally to transporting them to drop-off sites within 1.5 km of the cave (0.49 ± 0.43 km; mean ± SD; n = 18 pairs). At this later stage, when pups weigh up to 41% of the mothers’ weight (n = 19 pairs), it should be more efficient for the foraging mothers to leave the pups in the cave and fly back to the cave to visit them.

Moreover, transferring the pups out of the warm cave and leaving them alone on a branch probably comes with additional costs for the pups, such as increasing the pups’ thermoregulation costs. The daily minimum ambient night temperature in this area was 13.3°C ± 2°C during April 2019, while the temperature in the cave was ~15°C higher.

(F) Mother’s and pup’s accelerations were synchronized when the pup was attached to the mother during her visit at the drop-off site.

(G and H) High-resolution zoom in on the synchronized acceleration pattern of the mother and pup during (G) 2 s of commute flight and (H) 10 s of the mother’s visit at the drop-off site.

See also Figures S2 and S4.
In addition to the energetic cost of carrying the pups, during the drop-off stage, mothers spent significantly more time at the drop-off sites visiting their pups more frequently than in the following stages, when pups emerged independently (Figures S4A and S4B; GLM for visit duration and visit frequency, respectively: R² = 0.37, p = 0.001, n = 17 pairs and R² = 0.16, p = 0.053, n = 15 pairs, with stage set as a fixed factor and pair index as a random effect). As drop-off sites were typically not “food trees” (71% of the 31 identified sites were not edible or non-fruiting trees), the time spent there was not rewarding nutritionally for the mother.

In total, mothers spent 7.8 ± 2.2 h outside the cave during the drop-off stage versus 6.8 ± 2.1 h in the following stages (GLM: R² = 0.56, p = 0.004, n = 18 pairs), even though they effectively spent the same time at foraging sites (5.3 ± 2.4 h in the drop-off stage versus 4.9 ± 2.5 h during the independent navigation and exploration stage; GLM: R² = 0.86, p = 0.156, n = 16 pairs).

The cost of leaving the pups at the drop-off sites potentially increased as the pups became more independent and began moving around the drop-off sites. For example, we documented a mother that returned from foraging to the drop-off site where she left her volant pup to discover that the pup was no longer there. The mother then proceeded to visit the cave and flew to the drop-off site where she left the pup on a previous night, the pup arrived shortly after, and the mother took it home (Figure 4A). Once again, if the mothers left the pups in the cave, they would not have had to face such situations.

Taken together, our results suggest that the mothers change their typical foraging behavior and pay a cost during the drop-off stage. By repeatedly placing pups on specific trees and monitoring them, mothers facilitate situations conducive to learning of several essential skills, including (1) independent navigation to key trees up to ~1.5 km from the cave and (2) an ability to independently return to the cave before sunrise. We use the term facilitating rather than active teaching because we cannot show that the mothers clearly intend to teach the pups, only that the pups learn. For example, we cannot fully exclude that carrying the pups out of the cave has additional benefits, such as reducing predation risk or parasite load.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study reveals the first steps in the ontogeny of foraging and navigation of young Egyptian fruit bats, transitioning from non-volant fully dependent pups to volant independent foragers. We find that the process of learning how to navigate is facilitated by maternal investment, with mothers repeatedly transporting non-volant pups to specific trees, which later become the first sites that pups independently navigate to. To our knowledge, this is the first concrete validation of such drop-off behavior in bats (which was suggested anecdotally before).

Comparing the pups’ behavior described above to a previous study revealed that the mothers actively placed pups in situations conducive to learning of essential skills. In a previous experiment, we brought 54 very young newborn pups independently into the lab long before they could fly. When they became volant, we released them without their mothers in our open colony that adult bats routinely fly in and out from, exhibiting similar patterns to wild colonies. This manipulation thus allowed us a direct comparison of the ontogeny of navigation with and without mothers, that is, to compare drop-off pups to no-drop-off pups. The differences were clear. (1) The first trees visited by the no-drop-off pups were significantly closer to the colony than those of the drop-off pups (Figure S3D); that is, the no-drop-off pups began their exploration right near the roost. (2) The first trees visited by the no-drop-off pups were in the same direction relative to the roost—about half of them (10 of 22) flew to the nearest concentration of fruit-trees within 100 m from the roost. This was in contrast to the drop-off pups that flew in all directions (Figures S3B–S3E). (3) The no-drop-off pups often failed to return to the colony before sunrise. 33% of the 54 no-drop-off pups failed to return home on time at least once during their first week of foraging independently. Drop-off pups never failed to return before sunrise; although, mothers transported pups back to the cave on rare occasions.
Figure 4. Examples of maternal investment

In all panels, the mother’s GPS tracks are depicted by blue lines. The pup’s GPS tracks, while being passively transported and while flying independently, are depicted by orange dashed and solid lines, respectively. Drop-off trees are depicted by green trees; mother’s and pup’s foraging trees are depicted by light green and yellow, respectively. Extrapolation of mother’s and pup’s trajectories between the first or last GPS point and cave is depicted by blue and orange dotted lines.

(A) Mothers heavily monitor the pups during the drop-off stage. The mother visited a drop-off site where she left her volant pup (tree 1). The pup was absent at this time, and the mother then proceeded to visit the cave and a drop-off site from the previous night (tree 2) and returned without her pup to the drop-off tree where she left it (tree 1). The pup then returned to the drop-off tree where she left it, and the mother found it and took it home.

(B) Mothers seem to encourage pups to exit the cave independently for the first time. (B1) The pup was left in the cave and failed to emerge while its mother flew to forage and returned to the cave at 1 am. (B2) A few minutes later, the mother picked up her pup in the cave, transported it to the drop-off site, and picked it up again at the end of the night and brought it back to the cave.
where pups did not do so approaching sunrise. In nearly all of these cases, when no-drop-off pups failed to return home on time, they stayed on trees in close proximity to the colony during daytime, returning to it on the next night after sunset. Notably, as the no-drop-off pups grew and explored further, this behavior disappeared. The comparison between the two groups of bats should be taken with a grain of salt, as they were raised in two different colonies, which probably differ in additional factors other than experiencing the drop-off behavior. However, we note that the two colonies share many similarities.

Figure 5. Independent pups use similar paths to the ones they were carried along
Flight path of pups that flew alone to drop-off sites in the “independent navigation” and the “exploration” stages (solid orange) and of the same pups when they were carried to the drop-off tree by their mothers in drop-off stage (blue). Extrapolation of pup’s trajectory between the last GPS point and cave is depicted by an orange dotted line.
(A) A pup’s first five consecutive independent nights (A1–A5).
(B) Another pup’s first two consecutive independent nights (B1 and B2). Note that on day one (B1), the pup first flies to a drop-off tree (green) and, only on the way back, stops and explores a new tree (yellow).
See also Figure S3.

(C) The transition between the drop-off and independent navigation stage. (C1) The mother carried the pup and dropped it off. (C2) On the next night, the pup was left in the cave and failed to emerge. (C3) On the third night, the mother retreated back to the “drop-off” stage, after which, (C4) on the fourth night, the pup once again was left in the cave and flew to a tree ~30 m from the cave, a movement that does not require navigation. Hanging at the entrance of the cave or on a tree a few meters away is typical for both adults and juvenile bats. (C5) On the fifth night, the pup emerged from the cave independently and spent 2 h on the same tree next to the cave. Then, it flew independently and navigated alone to the tree where it was dropped off by its mother on previous nights, about 850 m from the cave. Note that the pup passed dozens of fruit trees on the way, but it navigated straight to the tree where its mother took, but it flies along the same highway that was visible when she carried it, and it knows when to leave the highway and turn toward the tree, suggesting that it uses a strategy potentially learned while it was passively carried by its mother. (C6) A zoom in on the flight trajectory of the pup on the fifth night is shown. Note that, on nights when the pup was left alone in the cave, the mother returned to the cave in the middle of the night from a remote drop-off tree (C2 and C5), which is something she did not do on other nights (C1, C3, and C4) and which is not typical for this species. Note that X scale and Y scale are different (see bars) to ease reading of the behavior.
(D) Mothers seem to correct pups’ behavior during first independent foraging bouts. (D1) The pup exited independently to a previous drop-off site, while the mother flew directly to her foraging site and then returned to the cave. (D2) Two hours before sunrise, the pup failed to return to the cave on time, and the mother returned to the drop-off site, picked up the pup, and brought it back to the cave. Pick-up time (2 h before sunrise) was in close proximity to the mother’s typical time of return in the drop-off stage (on average 1 h and 40 min before sunrise).
See also Figure S4 and Tables S2 and S3.
both situated in the city, near the same highway, and in vicinity to patches of similar fruit trees.

Taken together, our results show that mothers accompany pups on their journey from dependency to independence. Thanks to the mothers’ behavior, the pups are exposed to situations allowing them to learn to navigate to specific trees, flying along the similar paths used by the mothers while transporting them, and to learn to return home on time (Figures 4 and 5). Caro and Hauser argued that a behavior is considered active teaching if teachers modify their behavior in the presence of a naive observer at some personal cost or at least without any self-benefit. A teacher’s behavior must set an example for the naive observers who learn as a result. Our results suggest that mothers modify their behavior during the pups’ relevant developmental stage at some personal cost. We cannot prove the mothers’ intentions, but parts of their behaviors suggest intentionality. For example, after leaving the pups in the cave for the first time, mothers returned from a far foraging site to the cave or drop-off site, which is a behavior they did not exhibit during the previous developmental stages (compare the behavior of the mother in Figures 4C1, 4C3, and 4C4 to 4C2 and 4C5). Specifically, bat mothers’ behavior resembles Caro and Hauser’s definition of “opportunity teaching,” where “the teacher puts the pupil in a situation conducive to acquiring a new skill or knowledge.” Yet, to be careful, we refer to our findings as a behavior that facilitates learning (rather than as a teaching behavior).

We suggest four non-exclusive functions that the drop-off behavior provides pups, ruling-out food presentation as drop-off trees in this study mostly did not provide fruit that is edible for fruit bats. Home base. In the “exploration” stage, the pups expanded their movement beyond the drop-off sites. While doing so, the pups returned to the drop-off sites multiple times within and between nights, in line with drop-off sites acting as home bases for navigation (Figure 6). In rodents, it has been hypothesized that a home base may facilitate navigation by anchoring environmental cues to self-movement cues and thus allow to reset navigation and reduce the accumulation of errors between trips.

Familiarity. In addition to assisting with navigation, a familiar location can act to decrease neophobia in newly volant pups. Homing. As discussed above, returning home on time is crucial for survival. Drop-off sites may provide a known location from which pups could return home along a familiar route. Safety. Drop-off sites can be thought of as secondary roosts and can reduce exposure to predators, not allowing them to learn the location of the young and vulnerable pups that are scattered across multiple trees. Supporting this, drop-off trees were evergreen trees or deciduous trees in their green season, thus providing coverage from predator detection (94% of the identified drop-off sites were evergreen trees; the remaining 6% were deciduous trees in their green season). Adult Egyptian fruit bats often use non-edible dense trees as perching locations where they eat recently collected fruit and rest—probably to reduce competition and increase safety. This may be especially important for young pups with low flight efficiency. Notably, the distance of the late drop-off sites (up to 1.5 km of the roost) seems advantageous for several reasons: it is not too far for such young navigators, allowing the pups to reach them independently on their first navigation flight. The distance is also not too close to the roost, spreading the pups rather than having them all compete in proximity to the cave.

To our surprise, pups appear to have learned to navigate while passively being carried upside down by mothers. Although most research supports the advantages of active learning, a few previous studies suggest that active navigation learning might not necessarily require self-motion. Furthermore, evidence
shows that different aspects of navigation are better learned actively and others passively.78,79,81 What sensory modality guides pups’ learning? Fruit bats are visual navigators,60,77,82,83 and evidence suggests that non-volant pups keep their eyes open while being carried at least part of the time (Figures S4C and S4D). Additionally, exploratory flights by pups around drop-off trees in late phases of the drop-off stage (Figure 3) can potentially contribute to pup’s visual mapping of the area drop-off trees in late phases of the drop-off stage (Figure 3) and S4D). Additionally, exploratory flights by pups around drop-off trees in late phases of the drop-off stage (Figure 3) can potentially contribute to pup’s visual mapping of the area and to their first independent navigation to the site.84 We thus hypothesize that pups use vision to collect information about the route to the drop-off trees. Interestingly, the three-dimensional spatial representation in the fruit bat brain has been shown to be invariant of pitch, allowing a continuous spatial representation even when the animal is upside down.85

To summarize, using high-resolution GPS tracking, we suggest how mothers actively facilitate the process of young fruit bats learning how to forage and navigate independently. We suggest that pups learn how to navigate to specific drop-off sites while repeatedly being transported upside down by mothers. The drop-off sites most likely provide pups with a combination of non-exclusive benefits, including a home base for navigation and safety. To our knowledge, this is the first example of bat mothers actively facilitating the acquisition of pups’ navigation skills.78,79,86–88
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STAR METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deposited data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All data and code</td>
<td>This paper</td>
<td><a href="https://doi.org/10.17632/gpcg9m5758.1">https://doi.org/10.17632/gpcg9m5758.1</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental models: Organisms/strains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rousettus aegyptiacus</em></td>
<td>Caves in central Israel (Herzlia and Tel Aviv)</td>
<td>Taxonomy ID: 9407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software and algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB R2018a</td>
<td>MathWorks</td>
<td><a href="https://www.mathworks.com/downloads">https://www.mathworks.com/downloads</a>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS - Robin</td>
<td>lucid Inc. Israel</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS - Vesper</td>
<td>Asd Inc. Israel</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF radio transmitters - LB-2X</td>
<td>Holohil Systems Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF radio transmitters - PicoPip Ag379</td>
<td>Biotrack Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-element yagi antenna</td>
<td>Titley Scientific Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magmount VHF antenna</td>
<td>Biotrack Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry receiver - R1000</td>
<td>Communication specialists Inc.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data logging telemetry receiver – DataSika</td>
<td>Biotrack Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID system</td>
<td>Read bee Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID system</td>
<td>Trovan, Ltd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Yossi Yovel (yossiyovel@gmail.com).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
All original data and code have been deposited at Mendeley and is publicly available as of the date of publication. The DOI is listed in the key resources table. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experiments were performed with permission from the Tel Aviv University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (permits number L-15-058 and L-12-031). All experiments have been conducted in The Zoological Research Garden at Tel Aviv University and in Tel-Aviv and Herzeliya.

METHOD DETAILS

Animal capturing, training and housing
Mother-pup pairs of Egyptian Fruit-bat (*Rousettus aegyptiacus*) were captured together in a cave in Herzliya, Israel, before pups became volant, and were brought to the Zoological garden at Tel-Aviv University. At this stage the pup still suckles and travels while latched to its mother’s nipple, thus it is easy to capture mothers and pups as pairs. Bats were held in social groups (between 15-30 mother-pup pairs) for up to 10 days, in an indoor flight room (2.5 X 2 X 2.5 m³) with a naturally fluctuating day/night light cycle and a regulated temperature of 27°C.

In the lab, each pups’ flight ability was assessed and categorized into five flight development stages from non-volant to volant (A–E as described in Table S4). Using measurements from all pups brought to the lab during this study, we fine-tuned the calibration.
between forearm and flight ability. This allowed us to accurately choose pups in the appropriate developmental stage for the experiment, i.e., just before reaching independent flight to assure that they never foraged or navigated independently (Table S4; n = 76; Figure S5A). Pups were assessed at least three times over 7 days. Assessments included: forearm length measurement, body mass, flight ability category, and general health. Weight was gradually added to the pups’ backs with every assessment, in order to prepare them to fly with a total of ~5 g, the weight of our GPS device. Weight was mounted to pups’ back using a combination of a ball chain necklace, found to be safe for use in bats80 and polymorph plastic beads (Blitronics, Material District), gently glued to their back (Perma-Type Surgical Cement, AC). The combination of the necklace and plastic weight glued to their back assured the weight was more widely distributed, easing their flight training.

Between April 2015 and May 2019 a total of 115 mother-pup pairs were brought to the lab for assessment. 71 Mother-pup pairs were then released back into the wild with radio-tags, GPS or GPS with on-board acceleration sensor (50Hz), 39 of which yielded usable tracking data. An additional 13 pairs were released with only radio-tags to control for weight (0.3 g versus ~5.5 g, Table S5).

Age estimation
Each pup’s age was approximated using a polynomial equation fitted to empirical data of pups born in the lab between 2012-2019 and thus the real age (days) and forearm length (mm) was approximated (Equation 1: f(x) = 121.2 exp(−0.002x) + (−86.22)exp(−0.016x) n = 38, Figures SSB–SSD).

Estimating the duration of stage 1
Due to the small size of the pups in the ‘constantly attached’ stage (1-3 weeks), they could not be assessed via GPS tracking. To validate previous observations that fully dependent non-volant new born pups are constantly attached to their mothers for the first few weeks of life60–62, we used data from both our captive and in-house open colonies89.

The captive colony consisted of ~25 adults and their respective young. The foraging behavior of mothers with young pups was monitored for a minimum of three times a week31, including constant monitoring of whether pups were latched on mothers or hanging alone in the colony. The first time any given non-volant pup was seen hanging alone marked the end of ‘constantly attached’ stage for that pair. This occurred between 1 and 3 weeks of age, 14 ± 5 (n = 7) days on average.

The in-house open colony is composed of fruit-bats (N = 30-50 individuals) that roost in Tel-Aviv University and fly out to forage in the wild9,81. They behave like bats in the nearby wild colonies, flying similar distances, visiting nearby colonies and occasionally switching roosts90,91. Video surveillance in combination with an automated RFID system in the entrance of the colony (Read bee Ltd., Trovan, Ltd.), allowed us to monitor all mother-pup pairs entering and exiting the colony. We could then detect the first time a mother appeared without her pup. The duration of the ‘constantly attached’ stage was estimated using the time lag between the first day a mother was observed with her newly-born pup and the first day she was observed alone. Estimations of the stage duration were similar to the captive colony (1-3 weeks, Table S1).

Telemetry and GPS
After seven days of captive training, mother-pup pairs were released back into their natural roost fitted with a miniature GPS device (Robin, Lucid Ltd or Vesper, ASD Inc) and VHF radio transmitters (LB-2X 0.3 g, Holohil Systems Ltd or PicoPip Ag379, Biotrack). The GPS sample rate ranged between a sample every 15-120 s for mothers (43.5 ± 38 s) and a sample every 20-120 s for pups (53 ± 39 s). The tag was coated with Parafilm (Heathrow Scientific) and duct tape then glued to the bats’ back using medical cement glue (Perma-Type Surgical Cement, AC). The mean weight mounted on a bat including GPS, telemetry and coating was 5.6 ± 0.65 g for pups and 7.2 ± 0.68 g for mothers, which constitute 5.4% ± 1.3 and 11.6% ± 3.4 of the mothers and pups’ body mass upon release respectively.

In the 3-10 nights after pairs were released back into the cave, we conducted radio tracking for the first 1-4 hours following emergence. Radio-tracking pairs aimed both to (1) increase our sample size by identifying the pups’ developmental stage, given expected GPS device failure and loss and (2) increase the chances of finding devices at individually preferred foraging sites after they fall off the bats. We noted information allowing identification of the pups’ behavioral stage including: whether pairs exited together, moved together, if and when they separated, what tree the pup was left on, and whether the pup was visited by its mother.

Three to four observers participated in telemetry tracking, each equipped with an R1000 mobile receiver (Communication Specialist, USA) and a three-element yagi antenna (Titley Scientific, Australia). Cross-bearings of foraging bats were taken as often as possible, from three strategic locations: (1) The cave entrance: allowing to distinguish if pairs exited simultaneously. (2) A ten-story building situated 200 m south-east of the cave, allowing to easily assess: direction of flight, whether pairs flew in synchrony (i.e., together), and events where mothers and their pups separated. (3) A mobile observer with a vehicle (Magmount VHF antenna, Bio-track Ltd) - allowing to locate pups left on trees within up to ~two km radius from the cave, using cross-bearings.

A pup was noted as in the ‘drop-off’ stage if mother and pup were (1) observed leaving the cave simultaneously, (2) heard separating and (3) the pup was located on a tree alone. A pup was noted in the beginning of the ‘independent navigation’ stage if the mother was heard exiting and the pup signal continued to be heard from the cave. A pup was noted as an independent navigator if it was heard exiting separately from its mother and later heard at a previously located drop-off site. The ‘constantly attached and ‘exploration’ stages were not validated based on telemetry data as they are hard to assess accurately.
Controlling for GPS weight

The extra weight loaded on the bats was similar to that found to allow proper behavior in several previous studies\(^92\). In order to further validate that the bats could forage with this extra weight we performed several controls: (1) Captive training for pups before release (see STAR Methods above). With each increment of weight added to pups, we assured that their flight ability did not deteriorate, and we further monitored pups progress in the following days. (2) Pup behavior after releasing them back into the wild revealed no correlation between GPS weight and pups’ flight abilities during independent navigation and exploration stages (GLM with GPS weight set as a fixed factor and pair index set as a random effect: time spent outside the cave \(R^2 = 0.96, p = 0.67, n = 14\) nights of 7 pairs; commute duration \(R^2 = 0.20, p = 0.95, n = 13\) nights of 6 pairs; path length \(R^2 = 0.03, p = 0.85, n = 13\) nights of 6 pairs). (3) Light telemetry tags (< 1% of the bats’ body mass) were mounted on mother and pup pairs, to compare the ‘drop-off’ stage behavior to that of bats with heavier GPS tags (\(n = 3\) pairs, 2 nights each). We found that in this light-weight condition mothers dropped-off pups at sites on average 1.2 km from their roost – this is within the range of the experimental condition drop-off sites (Figure S1). (4) In order to verify that drop-off behavior occurred in naïve mother-pup pairs, we carried out observations on 5 trees over 3 nights in order to identify whether non-volant pups were left alone on trees by mothers (i.e., ‘dropped-off’). 17 non-volant pups were found, volancy was assessed by shining bright lights at trees. All volant individuals then dispersed – leaving only non-volant-pups (Figures S2E and S2F). (5) To assure that pups were not left in the cave at the beginning of the ‘independent navigation’ stage due to extra weight, we sampled and validated that non-manipulated pups of the appropriate size for this stage (i.e., forearm \(> 73\) mm, Table S1) were left alone in the cave by mothers, across five days over one month (\(n = 29\) pups). (6) The behavior of mothers with young pups (\(n = 4\) pairs, average 2.2 nights each) in our in-house wild colony suggested that the drop-off behavior (in the ‘drop-off’ stage) was not an artifact of extra weight. These mothers often exited the colony with their non-volant pups latched and then returned to the colony in the middle of the night without them (finally returning to the colony with the pups at the end of night). Tagging these pups with telemetry tags (\(n = 2\)) allowed us to find the pups outdoors, validating pups were stationary at drop-off sites while mothers foraged. In one pair, we were able to compare and validate that the mother dropped-off and picked up her pup between nights with varying weight loaded (0%–10% of body mass). (7) Notably, a pup with up to 13.2% extra weight managed to independently fly to drop-off sites and navigate beyond them, covering an accumulative flight distances of 12 km during the third night of exploration stage (see Figure 6).

Movement and drop-off trees analysis

Flight speed

Flight speed was estimated based on the derivative of the GPS positioning, and data points with speed beyond 3 SDs from the average flight speed during commute flight (~5 m/s) were removed.

Foraging versus commute

GPS trajectories were divided into “Commute” and “Foraging” segments based on the mean of the standard deviation of x and y coordinates. This procedure was carried out for each GPS point over the entire trajectory in windows of four GPS points. Commute segments were defined as having values above 50, and all remaining GPS points were defined as foraging. Segments where bats flew above 40 m above ground were classified as commute regardless of their index (for estimating flight altitude see Cvikel et al.\(^93\)).

Foraging and drop-off trees

Stationary GPS data is characterized by large error which can be mitigated when averaging the positions (When the animal is moving, the positions become much more accurate (< 10 m error) as we have quantified before\(^96\). We detect that the animal is perching when we see the distribution of points around it, and thus the locations of the foraging sites were defined as the average position of each foraging segment. To validate this point, we performed a control experiment where we placed four stationary GPS tags on the tree at the entrance of the cave. The results show that: the accurate position of the GPS can be estimated by averaging the locations (Figure S6).

All trees visited by mothers and pups (\(n = 908\) trees) were identified based on the GPS or radio-tracking data, as described above, and physically surveyed. Each tree was then categorized into species and further classified as either deciduous or evergreen and as food-trees or non-food trees. “Food trees” were defined as trees currently containing food items (fruit or leaves) known to be eaten by bats. 94% of the drop-off trees were identified at the species level, 71% of the identified trees were not edible or non-fruiting trees. 29% of the identified trees were edible and included *Ficus microcarpa* and *Eucalyptus* trees.

Mothers visit at drop-off sites

Visits at drop-off sites were defined as events where the mother was in proximity of less than 50 m from the drop-off tree (The average minimum distance was 13.1 ± 6.4 m, \(n = 13\) pairs). Visit duration and interval between visits were calculated.

Pups flight speeds at different stages

Pups’ flight speed was calculated as average flight speed for each flight segment (e.g., flight from cave to foraging site considered as one segment). Pups flew much slower when flying independently than when flying with their mothers, suggesting that they were carried by them during the drop-off stage (2.9 ± 0.3 m/s versus 5.7 ± 0.08 m/s; GLM with developmental stage set as a fixed factor and pair index set as a random effect \(R^2 = 0.64, p < 0.001, n = 2\) pairs and 19 flight segments on average for each pup, Figures 2A and S2A–S2D). Quantifying pups’ flight ability in a 10 m long corridor in captivity supported these findings: flight speed of pups at late drop-off stage (Forearm: 73.5 ± 3.0mm, \(n = 8\) pups) was 2.2 ± 0.4 m/s and their flight bouts were short and unstable. Pups flight at this stage is highly unstable and jittery, allowing them to fly shortly between a tree branches and close by trees.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analysis was conducted using MATLAB R2018a with a significance level of 0.05. Prior to each statistical analysis we assured that the data met the assumptions of the statistical approach. We used a generalized linear mixed-effects models to account for the effect of multiple measurements per individual: we set the examined parameter as a fixed factor such as flight mode (alone/with mother), developmental stage, etc., and the mother-pup pair index as a random effect (Each analysis is presented in the text with detailed information regarding the examined parameters and sample size). We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to examine the difference in flight distance between the cave and the first tree visited by drop-off and no-drop-off pups because the data were not distributed normally (See Figure S3D).